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Interacting
with
Interactive Fiction

by Gary R. Hurst
"Let's get rid of that crazy dog," Steve
said in frustration.
"I can't! It keeps on telling me how mean
the dog is. Besides, how can I get rid of it?
Throwing the envelope doesn't seem to
work," replied Jake.
"Then kick it!"
"I tried. It iust tells me that the dog has
sharp teeth and is ready to use them on me. "
"Well, there has to be some way around
the stupid mutt! Is there a bone anywhere?"

education section. Try entertainment.
Entertainment? Sure. They're entertaining,
challenging, and most of all, educational.
I was ready to give it a shot. Not being
very familiar with interactive fiction at this
point, I thought I would sit with my stude~ts
and work through the story. After a brief
introduction to the mechanics and goals of
Wishbringer, we were ready. My first group
of students was comprised of four sixth
graders, three boys and a girl. We booted the
program and the kids were off. I stood over
their shoulders observing and _giving clues
when I felt they were needed. On their own,
the group decided that they would ta~e turns
reading out loud to the others. When ,t cam~
time to make a decision, they made ,t
together. The cooperation was great. I
thought to myself, ' 'Why didn't I know ab?ut
this interactive fiction sooner? " As the period
rolled a long, so did the students, but the story
didn't. They were trapped by a cemetery gate
on one road and a sharp-toothed, red-eyed
little poodle in the other direction. As
frustration began to bu i Id, the class ended. It
was a good thing, too, because even I was
becoming somewhat frustrated.

Two boys walking home from school? No,
two sixth grade remedial reading students
working through the trials and tribulations of
Wishbringer, an interactive fiction computer
program by lnfocom.
Interactive fiction are programs which
bring their stories to life by making the user a
main character. Through the use of reading,
the user "observes " al I that is around him to
make decisions regarding w hich direction the
story will take. The skills the reader uses are
many and varied (i.e. problem-solving,
predicting, sequencing, etc.) .
As a fifth/sixth grade reading specialist, I
am always looking for ways to motivate my
students to read. I heard about and used
Wishbringer in a university graduate class
and thought that this might be a way to
encourage young readers. I mentioned the
interactive fiction to a colleague and she said
not to bother, they were just games. Indeed, if
you enter a computer software store looking
for interactive fiction, don't look in the

The next two classes began in similar
fashion, but progressed down different roads
from there . The second class (sixth graders,
two boys, three girls) read each screen to
themselves and then discussed their options
before making any decision. Again, however,
they were stymied by the gate and the mean
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little poodle. Their frustration level was not as
low as the first group's and they took it as
more of a challenge than a blockade.

As with any text, it is important for the
teacher to know and/ or do a couple of things:
1. Determine if the text is appropriate
in regards to interest and
readability for your students.
2. Know the "ins and outs" of the
program before setting children
loose with it. This may mean
working through the story yourself
first.
3. Develop extended activities. A
drawback in the program. Any
further study or enrichment needs
to be teacher prepared.

The five fifth grade students in the third
class were dominated by a "computer whiz"
(in his own mind) and the others were not
given much of a chance to interact with the
story. Again, they were stopped by the same
obstacles. This group's frustration came from
two sources -- the mean little dog and the
"computer whiz." With direction from me,
they began to work more cooperatively. In
fact, it was this group that finally figured out
how to get past the irritating little dog.

I can easily see this program being used
by a classroom teacher using an overhead
projector and a computer projection unit.
This would allow the entire class to interact
cooperatively with the computer and each
other.

It was nice to witness the cooperative
attitude toward learning that was displayed
by most of the students in these groups. They
asked for each other's opinions, pointed out
mi_ssed facts to one another, and even
groaned together.

like what these stories can do.
Interactive fiction is just one more way to use
your computer to motivate and encouarge
your students, whether they be accelerated
readers, remedial readers, or on-grade
readers.

lnfocom promises hours, days, even
weeks of enjoyment from their interactive
fiction, and they are right. We have worked
on Wishbringer for several class periods
now, and have several to go (you can save
your spot and come back later). The kids are
beginning to find the need for "observing"
everything as they read the story. This is
providing for an even more enjoyable,
enriching reading experience than the one
encountered on the first day.

Boot it up, sit back, and become ... an
explorer, an adventurer, a photographer, or
a hero. Happy reading.
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There are other companies which market
interactive reading programs. Again, most
are billed under the category of entertainment.
An exception to this is Scholastic's Microzine
series. Each issue of Microzine contains a
form of interactive fiction called a twist-oplot. Unlike lnfocom's interactive fiction,
Scholastic's contain on screen graphics which
enhance the program. On the other hand,
packaging and props by lnfocom are a very
enjoyable component. Each program usually
provides the user with background material
concerning the quest to read and study, maps
and charts to refer to, and props such as
letters and objects referred to in the
adventure. Microzine is generally written for
younger age users (9 and up), as is Microzine
Jr. (6 and up). lnfocom adventures come in
varying levels of difficulty appropriate for
later elementary students and up.
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